Restaurant Review: Take In
Soft Jazz & Creole Eats at
Arnaud’s
By Bonnie Griffin
In this restaurant review, Arnaud’s in New Orleans serves
classic Creole Cuisine in the heart of the French Quarter.
Arnaud’s has been serving people since 1918. With an awardwinning bar, great food, and dinner with Jazz music, you can’t
go wrong if you’re looking for a great meal or romantic date
night dinner for two.

Restaurant Review: Arnaud’s offers
a supreme New Orleans dining
experience!
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Looking for a romantic dinner date that is bound to impress.
Arnaud’s offers two main dining areas that are sure to meet
your needs. Looking for beautiful elegance, then book your
reservation in the main dining room. How about a little music
to liven up the night? Reserve dinner in the Jazz Bistro room
and enjoy your classic Creole dish with a little pizzazz with
some live Dixieland Jazz.
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This popular restaurant has a delicious Creole menu that is
sure to keep you wanting to come back for more. They offer
wonderful signature dishes like Shrimp Arnaud, Smoked Pompano,
and Filet Mignon au Poivre. Everything is elegant from the
rooms and decore, to the staff’s attire and the guest dress
code which recommends jackets for gentlemen in the Main Dining
Room. You won’t catch anyone wearing shorts and flip flops in
this restaurant.
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Arnaud’s is great for a sophisticated taste of the French
Corner located only steps away from Bourbon Street. Want an
elegant night out? Reserve dinner in the Main Dining Room. Or,
if you’re looking to add a little spice to date night, you can
enjoy live Jazz music in the Jazz Bistro, all while eating
some of the best Creole Cuisine that New Orleans has to offer.
You can find more about Arnaud’s and make reservations online
at https://www.arnaudsrestaurant.com/, or through social media
on Facebook and Twitter.

